Dr Paul Sant, Head of Computer Science – The University of Law

Paul is currently the Head of Computer of Computer Science at The University of Law, taking up the position in October 2022. Prior to that he was at the University of Bedfordshire between 2005 and 2022 initially as a Lecturer/Senior Lecturer and Principal Lecturer, then becoming Associate Dean of the Milton Keynes campus before returning back to Computer Science as Head of the School of Computer Science and Technology between 2018 and 2022.

Paul has a wealth of experience in management roles within Academia and passionate about developing future Head’s and talent with UK Higher Education. Aside from academic things, he also enjoys running and spending time outside of academic building all things technical/engineering. He is also a STEM Ambassador and member of the CPHC committee.

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/paul-sant-2553142/